Recommended M.U.W: 102kg / 16st.
Self Propelled Model 07400.
Overall Width: 635mm / 25”.
Overall Depth: 838mm / 33”.
Overall depth With Footrests: 1016mm / 40”.
Attendant Model 07450.
Overall Width: 559mm / 22”.
Overall Depth: 711mm / 28”.
Overall depth With Footrests: 889mm / 35”.

Medicare
Aquability Toilet / Shower Chairs.

USER INSTRUCTIONS.

Overall Height: 965mm / 38”.
Seat Height: 533mm / 21”.
Seat To Top Of Arm: 216mm / 81/2”.
Seat To Top Of Back: 483mm / 19”.
Seat Width: 432mm / 17”.
Seat Depth: 432mm / 17”.

ASM
AQUABILITY TOILET / SHOWER
CHAIRS 07400 & 07450.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Self Propelled Model 07400.

ASM Medicare Ltd
Picow Farm Road Ind Est
Runcorn. Cheshire. WA7 4UG.
Tel: 01928 574301
Fax: 01925 575130
E-mail: sales@asmmedicare.com
Web: www.asmmedicare.com
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Attendant Model 07450.
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Your new ASM Aquability Toilet / Shower Chair comes fully
assembled and ready for use.
Please check for signs of damage upon delivery, report any
defects to ASM immediately, failure to do this may affect
your warranty and ASM’s liability.

This shower chair range comes with many available options,
including various seat types, which are removable for ease of cleaning.
Seat Options.

These instructions are relevant to all sizes in the Aquability Range.
The intended use of this product is to provide a toilet / shower chair
for less able-bodied persons, it is only recommended for indoor use.
By using various available options it can also be used for toileting.
The chair is available in both self propelled & attendant models,
it can be converted from either type by the use of a
“retro fit” conversion kit. Which is available from ASM.
We recommend that a competent person carries out this conversion,
it can also be carried out by ASM at extra cost.
Weekly checks to ensure all screws and fittings are secure,
particularly the wheels, castors & anti tipping device.
Brakes should also be checked for correct operation.
To clean the frame & seat a mild proprietary soap and disinfectant
can be used, the mesh back can be machine washed at 70deg.
The use of a polish or wax will greatly extend the chairs useful life.

Retro Fit Conversion Kit
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To remove the seat, pull upwards at the front of the seat then slide the seat
forward, re-fitting is the same procedure in reverse.
It is important that the seat is fitted correctly, ensure that the brackets at the
rear of the seat are located correctly and that the front clips have snapped
into place. The arms are removable to aid side transfer and easy access to
the patient when required, to remove the arms simply pull out the plastic
clips, this will allow the arms to slide out of the location tubes.
We recommend regular cleaning to prevent any build up of soap or
residue. Frequent application with Vaseline will help to prohibit
corrosion and aid lubrication.
Various removable backrest options are also available, to remove, simply
remove both hand wheels at the rear and slide the backrest out of the
location tubes. Ensure that both hand wheels are tight when refitting and
are NOT cross threaded.
The foot rests can either be swung outwards or removed when not in use,
to remove lift the footrest upwards and tilt sideways, then slide down out
of the top bracket. To refit slide the top pin into the top bracket first, then
locate the bottom pin into the bottom bracket, ensure that both pins are
located correctly. The footrests are designed as a foot “rest” NOT to
support the patients full weight or as a step.
Once the chair is in the required position ensure ALL
brakes are correctly applied.
NOTE:
The backrests are NOT designed to be used to lever to tip the chair backwards.
Indoor steps MUST be fitted with suitable ramps to
assist with mobility, failure to comply with this may result in damage to the
backrest and the chair which will NOT be covered by our warranty.
This could also lead to personal injury to both the occupant
and the attendant.
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